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Local Government and digital services: 
options for improving local services



Two Key Issues

• Focusing digital efforts on the front end of government 
may not lead to anticipated savings or improved 
services

• In terms of improving services, what really matters is 
how local authorities collect, use, process, analyse and 
share data.

While we are seeing a whole range of new ways of digital 
working across local authorities, and collaborative working with 
central government*, two key challenges have been identified in 
the context of digital transformation

*http://publicservicetransformation.org/media-zone/news/579-thinking-

bolder-braver-and-better-thinking-digital
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Government work – simple to complex

1 Policy Exchange: Small Pieces Loosely Joined

http://www.policyexchange.org.uk/webreports/small-pieces-loosely-joined/ 

2 Brunel Uni – Digital Gov: Why is it failing and what can we do about it (in development)

Digitalisation of comparatively

simple policy outcomes may

produce a quantifiable return on

investment

Taxes & 
Charges

Car Tax renewal

London Congestion 
Charge

More complex outcomes require a

whole system re-design approach,

where digital tech is embedded in

the end to end service

Public
Services

Troubled Families

Health & Social Care
Integration

SIMPLE COMPLEX

SAVINGS & IMPROVEMENTS£ ££££



Car Tax Renewal: simple process

Receive renewal 
notification

Get MOT & Insurance

Go online, renew tax

System check for MOT & 
Insurance

Receive notification that 
all is well

CITIZEN

SYSTEM

POLICY TYPE: Taxes & duties

OUTCOMES: generate money for 

infrastructure, ensure cars are safe

This is similar in principle to the 

Congestion Charge approach



Troubled Families: complex service model

Criminal 
justice

Child 
Safeguarding

Unemploy-
ment

Critieria
• Are involved in youth crime or anti-social 

behaviour 

• Have children who are regularly 

truanting or not in school 

• Have an adult on out of work benefits

• Cause high costs to the taxpayer 
Education

Mental 
health issues

Drug/Alcohol 
abuse

Long term 
health 

conditions

Domestic 
abuse

Under 18 
conception

Other high 
cost services Inter-generational 

worklessness

Multiple Outcomes

• Reduce anti-social behaviour

• Protect and educate kids

• Improve health outcomes



Transforming Public Services: Principles
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Digital challenges: cohort identification

Census
Local 

Authorities

Identifying family groups meeting criteria
Crime/Anti-social behaviour

community 
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community 
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registered 
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Education: attendance
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Adults on Benefits

DWP data 
sharing process

Nationally held data

Health Police

ProbationChildren’s 
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SKILLS NEEDED
Research capability

Data Analysis 
Predictive Analytics

Innovative digital 
possibilities are not 
considered – focus 

is on data 
challenges



Greater Manchester Open Data Infrastructure Map

Outcomes

• Increase business investment

• Improve planning capability

Key Challenges

• Getting data from multiple councils in a 

useable format

• Data sharing licenses – all vary

• Getting utilities data – used local utility 

company

Collaborative between 

New Economy & Salford City Council

www.mappinggm.org.uk/gmodin/



Data Sharing Challenges

Identity 
management Access to data –

central gov
councils

public service orgs
privately held data 

(ie utilities)

Complex Data 
Licensing

No inter-
operability

Legislation 
on data use

Trust & org 
culture

Troubled families programme 

& DWP created a legal 

gateway under the 2012 

Welfare Reform Act allowing 

DWP to share data with local 

authorities without informed 

consent for “the sole purpose 

of identifying troubled 

families”.

In Statute

Information Sharing Centre of Excellence: emphasise the fact that 

many perceived data sharing issues can be addressed to some extent by 

changes to culture and development of trust

Legislation 

may help 

change 

behaviour

A complex 

process

http://informationsharing.co.uk/



Addressing the challenges

Unlocking Data

PERSONAL 
DATA

MAKING DATA 
USEABLE

Legislated

Citizen 
focused

Aligned 
with Policy

Local Information 
InfrastructureOpen Data 

release & use

Data science/ 
analysis capability

Demand Management

Predictive modelling for prevention

Data analysis & sensemaking

Legislation

Managing fraud & corruption

Safeguarding/public safety

Not just a wicked 

tech issue



Transformation Challenge Panel Report 2014

• Government should seek cross party support to introduce a draft Bill 
in the first session of the next parliament to enable information to 
be shared more effectively across public services to facilitate better 
outcomes and evaluation. 

• People, particularly those with multiple and complex needs, should 
in future presume that when accessing services their information 
will be shared with other relevant providers in order to improve 
service quality and outcomes; where appropriate, people who object 
to their information being shared should be able to opt-out of the 
presumption in favour of sharing.



Personal Data: an accident of history

“It's been an accident of history that has led organisations to collect and 

manage data about their customers.

The effect of this accident is to disperse information about me across 

hundreds of separate, isolated data silos, each one run by a different 

organisation. 

This is crazy. 

Despite their biggest efforts to create "a single view", none of these 

organisations can see me in the round because they only have access to a 

very thin sliver of data about me.”

Alan Mitchell, strategy director at Ctrl-Shift

http://ctrl-shift.co.uk/


Personal Data Stores

• “Much digital government attention focuses on technology 
(websites, apps, hardware and software) when what really 
matters is how local authorities collect, use, process, analyse 
and share data”.

• “Ultimately, government must trust individuals to manage 
their own data. It should commit to public sector-wide 
compatibility with personal data stores (PDS) that allow 
individuals to choose which public sector organisations see 
their data and for how long.”

Policy Exchange: Small Pieces Loosely Joined

http://www.policyexchange.org.uk/webreports/small-pieces-loosely-joined/ 



Unlocking Data: Personal Data
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Data Science – a sexy job

“Data Scientist is the sexiest 

job of the 21st century” –

Harvard Business Review

“140,000 to 190,000 unfilled 

data scientist positions by 

2018“ – McKinsey

“Expect a shortage of over 

100,000 data scientists by 2020” 

– Gartner

domain/ 

business 

knowledge



We need an army of Data Scientists

“Government data has no inherent value.  Its value in is it’s 
application, specifically, how the data can generate insights that will, in 

turn, inform a decision or action to improve outcomes in society – such as 
better services, improved accountability, and higher economic growth.”

Adrian Brown, executive director of the Centre for Public Impact

“Many assume we can’t address these issues until there are sufficient 

graduates emerging with the necessary qualifications. The reality is that 
many of these skills can be acquired by those already in the 
workforce.”

Simon Dennis, central government director, at supplier SAS UK & Ireland

http://www.centreforpublicimpact.org/


Gov Data Science Programme

Alpha 

projects

Skills and 

capability

Practical 

barriers

Transparency 

and ethics

● Completed 15 alpha projects

● Supporting departments with scoping of projects 

and procurement of external resource

● Accelerator programme

● Community of Interest, show and tells, code clubs

● Working with GDS technology team to integrate 

data science solutions into new IT rollouts

● Bringing in external expertise

● Draft ethical framework for data science

● We are considering what a public dialogue on 

ethics might look like



Alpha Project Example
Segmenting those on sickness benefits into meaningful categories

Higher pay, higher 

mental health score

-Median age 55

-high physical and mental 

functioning

-the best mental wellbeing 

scores of any group

-Most likely to be married 

(63%), and male

Low - medium pay, low 

mental health score

-Very bad general mental 

health scores

-over 50% suffer from 

clinical depression. 

-Most likely to be unmarried 

(82%).



We need to…

• Seriously consider Personal Data Stores as a solution to 
the problem of data sharing in transforming public 
services

• Develop an approach to addressing the Data Science 
skills gap to make informed decisions and manage 
demand


